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colby news

For Terry Waite, Forgiveness Trumps Resentment
Humanitarian, hostage
negotiator and former hostage Terr y Waite told a
Colby audience in April that
the treatment of suspected
terrorists at Guantanamo
has undermined the foundation of human international
rights that the United States
has long championed.
Waite, the former envoy
for the Archbishop of Canterbury, has dedicated himself to human rights since
he was released after being
taken hostage in Beirut in 1987. Working to
secure the release of other hostages there,
Waite ultimately spent 1,763 days in captivity,
including four years in solitary confinement.
In his lecture, sponsored by Gail ’62 and
Allan Gerrish and associated with Colby’s
Goldfarb Center for Public Policy, Waite said

his experience as a hostage
helped form his own sense
of morality, one that turns
on forgiveness rather than
resentment. “It is okay to
experience suffering,” he
said, “but you must not let
[that] turn to bitterness.”
Waite, who returned to
Beirut and publicly forgave
his captors, compared his
experience with that of the
Guantanamo detainees.
“These prisoners (at Guantanamo), were taken on
suspicion, shackled, blindfolded, not afforded
due process, denied contact with family for a
long time and some face the death penalty,”
he said. “There is little difference between
their situation and the one I was in.”
Responding to a question, Waite pointed
out that most of the prisoners released from

Guantanamo were nationals of countries
considered to be friends of the United States,
while others, from countries hostile to the U.S.,
had remained in custody for nearly two years.
“The laws of international human rights were
born and cradled here,” Waite said of the U.S.
“We have undermined them in a single strike.
These are laws that cannot be divided between
how they are applied to our friends and how
we apply them to others. That is not justice.”
He said recent events have created enormous distrust of the U.S. and its allies and
increased resentment of U.S. power and
wealth. “Never has the power of America
been so great and never has its standing been
so low,” Waite said. “This country has fought
hard and long for freedom and democracy,
and in the end they will win. You can’t keep
democracy down. In the end, the people of
this country, not the brutal politicians, will
win. I have great confidence in the American
people.” —Ru Freeman

Alexie Chronicles “Crimes of Irony”
It took a squall of organizational energy for Zoe Hallowell ’04
and the Four Winds student organization to land Native American
author and filmmaker Sherman Alexie as a campus speaker in April.
But with an appreciative standing-room-only crowd in Page Commons—including Alexie fans from the Waterville area and from the
Penobscot Nation, north of Bangor, in the audience—it was worth
it, Hallowell said.
Alexie, whose latest book is a collection of stories, Ten Little Indians,
was named one of the “20 writers for the 21st century” by The New
Yorker and one of the best American novelists under age 40 by Granta.
He made the films Smoke Signals and The Business of Fancydancing, and
he is working on a project to publish an anthology of Native American
writers born since 1960, he told students at a dinner before his talk.
But his presentation at Colby, titled “Without Reservations: An
Urban Indian’s Comic, Poetic, and Highly Irreverent Look at the
World,” was more performance art in the tradition of Spalding Gray
than it was a literary reading.
Improvising on a narrative that began with the discovery that his
grandfather was a bona fide hero in World War II, Alexie traced the
effects of his grandfather’s death in the war on his father’s generation
and on his own “Rez-to-riches” life story. The narrative examined
issues of race, politics, religion, sexuality and imagination and ended
with a description of Alexie, delirious with flu symptoms, accepting
his grandfather’s war medals from an Army general during The Oprah
Winfrey Show.
Describing himself as racially “ambiguous,” he said that can be
tough, particularly since 9-11 and particularly in airports. (“Random
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Native American author and filmmaker Sherman Alexie

search, my ass,” drew a big laugh.) Alexie recalled crossing a city
street in Washington state, where he lives, and having a white driver
roll down his window to yell, “Why don’t you go back to your
own country!”
“It wasn’t so much a hate crime,” he said after the laughter subsided,
“as a crime of irony.”
In the end he told the crowd that we all have to live with contradictions. “I’m a pro-abortion, Catholic Indian,” he said. “You need
scientific notation to measure my guilt.”

Wit & Wisdom
“What better way to ease 400-some-odd
scared freshmen into college life than to send
them off into the wilderness with a summer
sausage in one hand and a bag of gorp in the
other and say, ‘Now go make friends.’”

Catherine Chuprevich ’04, speaking to
her classmates at Commencement in May.
Chuprevich, the class speaker, recalling her Colby
Outdoor Orientation Trip as a first-year student.
“They taught us how to treat different bars
on the uniforms. They taught us how to
recognize a gaping chest wound, but not
what to do about it if we saw one.”

Boston Globe reporter Brian MacQuarrie
’74, discussing pre-war training for journalists,
including himself, who would become embedded
with the troops for the assault on Baghdad. MacQuarrie addressed a standing-room-only crowd
June 5, during Reunion Weekend.
“I met Shirley in 1970 when a sophomore
at Colby. She worked in our residence hall
and immediately adopted her twelve Roberts
Union charges. Before long, we were out at
the farm, and our lives changed forever.”

Eric Rolfson ’73, eulogizing Shirley Littlefield, the
legendary dining hall worker who died April 3.
“A tip for other non-traditional [read ‘much
older’] students. Don’t take classes where
you might be expected to sit on the floor. It’s
hard to get back up without calling attention
to yourself.”

Ellen Corey ’04, assistant director of stewardship
at Colby, who, at 59, received the Colby degree
she earned one course at a time
over 16 years.
“It turned out to be a ferocious competition,
including one room that never turned their
lights on for a whole week. I think they
reduced their electricity consumption
by eighty percent. Unfortunately, that’s
not sustainable.”

Tom Tietenberg, Mitchell Professor of Economics,
on a contest to see which students in the Alfond
senior apartments could reduce their electricity
consumption the most.

Brody Award Panel: Federal
Sentencing Mandates Limit Judges
The federal sentencing guidelines established in 1987 made it a lot tougher for
judges to display Solomonic wisdom, said Colleen Khoury ’64, dean of the University
of Maine Law School. Moderator of a panel of state and federal judges, attorneys and
experts in the law who spoke at Colby on March 30, Khoury led off the discussion
with a question: are the federal sentencing guidelines really guidelines, or are they
a straitjacket?
Maine state Rep. Janet Mills, formerly a district attorney for Androscoggin,
Franklin and Oxford counties, said her views on the controversial sentencing
guidelines changed one day when the late justice Morton A. Brody sentenced an
arsonist to probation instead of the stiff jail term she asked for. Mills said the
sentencing guidelines, in failing to consider individual circumstances as Judge
Brody did, “took humanity out of it.” She didn’t always agree with Judge Brody, “but
he was fair,” she said. “That’s why we have judges.”
The panel discussion was held in conjunction with the presentation of Colby’s
Morton A. Brody Distinguished Judicial Service Award, which recognizes an
outstanding U.S. federal or state judge who embodies the same qualities of integrity,
compassion, humanity and judicial craftsmanship exhibited by Brody during his
career as a U.S. district court judge. The 2004 Brody Award honoree, Richard S.
Arnold, senior circuit judge of the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Eighth Circuit in
Little Rock, Ark., unfortunately was ill and unable to attend.
The six-member panel, sponsored by Colby’s Goldfarb Center for Public Affairs
and Civic Engagement, included Massachusetts District Court Judge Nancy
Gertner, who told the standing-room-only crowd in Lovejoy 100 that the sentencing
guidelines came about because judges had no training in sentencing and sentences
varied from court to court. But the guidelines “have forced us to deal with human
beings as categories and numbers,” she said.
The sentencing guidelines are “a spreadsheet”: across the top, the crime; down the
side, the numbers, which determine the length of a sentence, said David Beneman,
executive director of the Maine Association of Criminal Defense Lawyers. “We have
turned into a retribution machine.” The 1987 federal guidelines shifted power from
the judicial branch to the executive branch, Beneman said, calling the guidelines “the
worst law in the last twenty years.”
Evert Fowle, district attorney for Kennebec and Somerset counties, and U.S.
Attorney Paula Silsby both said they have managed to function within the guidelines
in Maine. There are “cases in which guidelines work a great injustice,” Silsby
admitted. “But you try to avoid Draconian standards”—by claiming, for example,
that all the charges filed can’t be proved, thereby watering down the sentence.
Fowle said that in 95 to 98 percent of cases, the court “has leeway” in sentencing
and only 2 to 5 percent of cases involve federal guidelines. The problem, according
to Fowle, is that offenders do not serve out entire sentences, which creates public
cynicism and distrust of the system. “If we’re giving a sentence of three years, let’s
serve as close to three as possible,” he said.
Maine Superior Court Judge Arthur Brennan ’68 said sentencing is “a lot tougher
when you look somebody in the eye.” And sentencing may involve knowing “when
to let up”—for instance, if an offender has reunited with a family and has a support
system and a job.
“This is not science, folks,” said Brennan. “This is art.”
—Robert Gillespie
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Bull Session
Meagan Berg ’07 just prior to being thrown from a mechanical bull that was part of Foss Arts festivities in May.

Bill Alfond Field to Ease Winter’s Sting
Every generation of Colby students includes
some who wish Maine winters weren’t quite so
long, and few of those students yearn for clear
fields and dry ground in March and April more
fervently than spring-season athletes. Though
Maine weather isn’t likely to change, installation
of a synthetic turf playing field will take some of
the sting out of late winter at Colby
Construction of the Bill Alfond Field began in
June after William ’72 and Joan Alfond made a
$1.35-million gift in the form of a fund-raising
challenge. Enthusiasm for the project, evident
in contributions to fulfill the Alfonds’ challenge,
was such that the construction schedule was
accelerated this summer, and Administrative Vice
President and Treasurer Arnie Yasinski said the
field would be ready this fall, well before February
15, the earliest date under NESCAC rules that
spring sports teams can practice.
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The synthetic surface can be plowed of snow so
teams will be able to practice before natural fields
are snow-free. The Bill Alfond Field will be equipped
with lights, allowing use into evening hours. The
new facility will permit early-season home lacrosse
games in Waterville after many years in which
games had to be moved to Lewiston or Brunswick
until Colby’s natural fields dried out.
The synthetic turf field emerged as a priority in the strategic Plan for Colby, approved in
2002. In announcing the Alfonds’ gift this spring,
President William Adams said, “We must remain
competitive, both in regard to our athletic teams
and to attracting applicants for admission, and
Bill and Joan Alfond’s gift helps in both respects
by providing Colby with a state-of-the-art facility.
Their generosity carries on a family tradition that
has helped shape the College as it is today,” he
said, referring to a long list of philanthropic con-

tributions from the Alfond family.
Of Colby’s 32 varsity sports, 11 are teams that
play on outdoor fields and will use the new field,
for competition, practices or both. Colby’s club and
intramural sports also will use the surface, and the
field will be available for use by the greater Waterville community as scheduled by the College.
The overall project will include a 240- by 360foot playing surface, lighting, bleachers, restrooms
and a scoreboard. “We have the best student
athletes and the best coaches,” Bill Alfond said.
“In order for Colby to be a winner, this synthetic
grass field is the last piece of the puzzle.”
“Athletics play a powerful role in the educational process and we recognize how important
team experiences are to individual students and
to the College,” Adams said. More information
about the proposed facility is online at www.colby.
edu/athletics/facilities/alfondfield.shtml.

New Alumni Center is Monument to Friendship
Forty-one years ago, three young men—one each from Massachusetts, New Hampshire and Connecticut—met at Colby. To say theirs
would be a lasting friendship would be like saying there is a bit of a
rivalry between Mules and Polar Bears.
Doug Schair ’67, Kurt Swenson ’67 and Tom Watson ’67 pledged
the ATO fraternity together in 1963 and ended up as roommates there.
After graduation all three would attend Boston College Law School,
though on slightly different schedules and with different outcomes.
And in April of this year the trio reunited to do something together
that will stand indefinitely as a monument to the strength of the bonds
that are formed by Colby students and that last lifetimes. They jointly
gave the naming gift for a new $6-million building on the Colby
Green—the Schair-Swenson-Watson Alumni Center.
On April 17 Schair and Watson and their family members were
on hand for a ceremonial groundbreaking with important symbolism
for a college approaching its 200th anniversary. The new alumni
center will be the first new building on the Colby Green, which is the
site of the largest and most ambitious expansion of campus facilities
since Colby moved from downtown to the Mayflower Hill campus Construction continues on the Schair-Swenson-Watson Alumni Center,
due to be completed in mid-2005.
more than 50 years ago. The chrome-plated shovels only turned
over a few spadesful of dirt, but the act launched a series of projects what he called inadequate facilities it shares in two widely separated
that will represent more than $50 million in new facilities when the buildings. The new offices in the Schair-Swenson-Watson Alumni
campus expansion plan is fulfilled, sometime after the College’s 2013 Center will provide the facilities for future Colby growth and they
bicentennial. “It’s really the beginning of a new chapter for Colby will benefit academic programs as well; offices vacated in Eustis and
College,” Schair said at the groundbreaking ceremony.
Millett will be used to alleviate a space crunch that has forced some
Alex Wilson ’73, chair of the Alumni
professors on sabbatical to work in offCouncil, told the gathering, “For many
campus offices.
Douglas M. Schair ’67
years it has been the dream of numerous
At the groundbreak ing President
Insurance Investment Associates
alumni to be able to come back to Colby
William Adams said, “Doug’s vision on
Portland, Maine
and to gather in a warm, welcoming,
this was singular, powerful and relentColby Trustee, 1994-2002, 2003alumni space at the center of campus. The
less,” as he worked first to speak to variMajor: Administrative Science
beautiful new building planned for this
ous groups about the strategic necessity
Graduate Degree: M.B.A., Harvard
space will fulfill that dream.”
of the building and then to raise the
Business School 1971
Four new buildings are envisioned in
necessary capital to make the April 2004
the strategic Plan for Colby, approved
groundbreaking possible.
Kurt M. Swenson ’67
two years ago, all of them to be built in
Schair said his family wouldn’t allow
President, CEO and Chairman,
the new district east of Mayflower Hill
him to have just their name on the alumni
Rock of Ages Corporation
Drive. It is fitting that first among them
and development center, so he turned to his
Concord, N.H.
is the alumni building, which will include
old college buddies, who stepped up with
Alumni Class President, 1987-92
offices for development and alumni relathe support to make the project a reality.
Major: Administrative Science
tions, Schair said, since alumni engage“The best alumni memories,” Wilson
Graduate Degree: J.D., Boston College
ment is the foundation on which the
said, “are of the enduring friendships
Law School 1970
campus expansion and other initiatives
forged as students while attending Colby.”
of the strategic plan will be built.
Cou nt t he Schair-Swenson-Wat son
Thomas J. Watson III ’67
As the strategic plan took shape, Schair
friendship as one that will, literally and
Retired lawyer and entrepreneur
didn’t feel Colby’s alumni and developappropriately, be cast in bronze or chiseled
Wilton, Conn.
ment effort could accomplish its goals in
in stone at Colby.
Colby Trustee, 1975-81, Overseer 1990-98
Major: Sociology
Graduate Degree: J.D., Boston College
Law School 1973
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